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Coso Petroglyphs 
 

In Renegade Canyon,  

wall images seem simple,  

pounded through patina of basalt.  

Grooves hammered  

by shamans into rock fabric  

weathered by the elements – 

graven. 

 

Stick figures with spherical heads 

wearing ceremonial costumes, 

geometric patterns,  

elaborate medicine bags,  

antelope, scorpion, snake 

and desert bighorn sheep 

emerge and disappear 

with slant of light  

as if carved in black velvet. 

Each design embodies mystery –   

vision quest revelation, 

tribal boundary marker, 

hunting magic. 

  

But in this desert stillness  

I hear a thrumming, 

rock strike on rock 

a working rhythm, 

an absolute focus 

of ancient artists 

that ricochets along 

the canyon gallery, 

feel shivers of reverence 

as I walk back 

in time, 

listening. 

  



Duster 

 

There is no warning rumble of thunder 

or odor of ozone in the air 

but you see it coming, 

run for shelter.  

The air, blustery from its own rush, 

descends into the valley 

from distant fallow wheat fields, 

a billowing cloud,  

like a wall of India Ink,  

sucks up topsoil 

and gathers it into a wild rolling 

wave of suspended fine particles 

that finger their way into every window 

or crack in the door 

until breathing becomes 

difficult – grandpa called it a duster. 

 

Though it may be four in the afternoon 

darkness overcomes the day, 

dusk to dawn lights flicker on, 

chickens collect on their roosts. 

In its fullness, wind whips tree limbs 

like tetherballs until they snap,  

lie across power lines that snarl  

their protest, sending sparks 

into the dirty air, shorting circuits. 

At full force, the storm lasts for 

an hour, sometimes two, then 

leaves its dirty blanket – 

a calling card 

at the trailing edge 

of chaos. 

 

  



Sea Lanterns 

 

The red hull of the Incantata lunges  

over waves in the warm equatorial darkness,   

her three masts of sails full of bluster and breeze 

leaving no exhaust to stifle our breath. 

We are anything but unlucky  

as we plunge up and down 

in rhythm with the sea, cruising  

between Isla Santiago and Isla Genovesa,  

Galapagos Islands archipelago. 

 

To add to the balmy evening magic 

each wave spills light  

as it folds back into its watery bed, 

billions of tiny twinkles like luminous confetti,  

phosphorescence of bioluminescent plankton – 

microscopic drifters at the bottom 

of the aquatic food chain. 

 

Vacating the galley, sipping  

our after-dinner café con leche 

we perch precariously on folding deck chairs  

and marvel at the cascade of sparkles  

falling along the watery furrow  

as the vessel’s bow plows its agitation, 

each of us trying to reconcile  

how something so humble 

could illuminate the sea. 
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